
LEGAL SAFETY REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

Human resources management must comply with all employment, health and safety and other relevant legislation
applicable to the jurisdiction where the organization operates. This includes federal, state and local laws that pertain to
various areas of HR such as recruitment.

Department of Homeland Security,  Mid-size to large U. Consumer Protection Law For those managers
involved in dealing with American consumers, several areas of activity are governed by federal statutes.
At-will employment means either the employer or employee can terminate the employment status at any time,
often with little notice of termination. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission There once was a time
when common sense and compassion were used to decide what to do with issues, but now that there are laws
put in place to ensure that legal, safety, and regulatory requirements are obeyed there are less issues. The
oldest antitrust law in the country is the Sherman Act, enacted in to prohibit unfair development of monopolies
that restrict competition. Even small businesses with fewer than 10 employees face the challenge of routinely
managing various employment factors. The following sections provide an overview of protections for all
employees. From coaching individuals to hosting off-site gatherings, encouragement can take different forms.
Before any of these laws it was he said she said, there was a lot of discrimination against people, so most of
the time decisions were not made fairly. Laws and regulatory requirements are currently in place to
standardize and promote workplace safety. A manager places an advertisement, exhibits at job fairs, engages a
staffing agency, or otherwise alerts job seekers that a position is available. Prentice Hall. Consumers have a
right to privacy. Under U. These regulations also have an influence on the size of the industry. Sorry, but
copying text is forbidden on this website! United States Department of Labor, American with Disabilities Act
Another law that was passed to regulate legal and safety requirements was the Americans with Disabilities Act
of  Firing an employee in retaliation for some legally protected action is prohibited, along with detailing
private information related to the dismissal. By delivering positive, meaningful, and authentic support and
positive reinforcement, a manager can maintain a high level of productivity. Department of Justice, If the
applicant has a disability such as abuse form a substance or their vision is impaired, but can be corrected with
prescribed lenses than they cannot be discriminated against. Documentation is important when managing
workers. There can be just one or several interviews a candidate must go through to become hired. As with
discipline, the best defense against unfair treatment is clear documentation. Additionally, The American
Disabilities Act of will be discussed as it relates to those with disabilities, and organizational human resource
practice dynamics. Contract Law When a sale is made, a contract is born. Work time management: personnel
records, payroll functions, labor records, benefits management, etc. For example, in , President Jimmy Carter
signed into law the so-called Superfund provision, which allocates federal money to cleaning up hazardous
waste. Business managers in all consumer-based industries must operate under these regulations. Praise
involves officially recognizing an employee for job performance or other accomplishments. Some employers
and employees are not aware that they are not in compliance with laws when they make decisions.


